Development of agro-climatic grape yield model with future prospective
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Abstract. Agriculture sector is most vulnerable to climate change. To predict the crop yield in accordance with the changing climate is a need of hour than choice. To know the climate in advance is crucial for grape growing farmers and grape export agencies for its better planning and security of grape industries from climate change perspective. In the present study, the Agro-Climatic Grape Yield (ACGY) model is developed on monthly scale climatic parameters using correlation, significance and multi-regression analysis approach. The developed model is statistically tested for its predictive ability. The discrepancy ratio, the standard deviation of discrepancy ratio, mean percentage error and standard deviation of mean percentage error for the developed model is obtained as 1.03, 0.19, 0.03% and 0.19 respectively. Sensitivity analysis is carried out for the developed ACGY model using the parametric sensitivity method. In order to know the grape yield for future using developed ACGY model, climate scenarios are generated under Canadian Earth System Model (CanESM2) for three emissions Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) as RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5. Model response variability is carried out to understand the variation of grape yield. It is observed that grape yield is showing adverse variation with the increase in minimum temperature in January and November months, and precipitation in August and November months. Whereas, minimum temperature in April and sum of monthly mean evapotranspiration showing accordance effect on the grape yield. It is recommended the use of ACGY model for grape yield estimations applicable for the present and future climate of the study area based on the predictive capability of developed model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The agriculture sector is a backbone of Indian economy. About 58% of the rural population of India depends on agriculture sector directly or indirectly for the live hood (Srinivastav 2015). As per the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) fact-book, Indian nation’s gross domestic product (GDP) of different sector composed in 2017 is as Services (57.9%), Industry (24.2%), and Agriculture
Prediction of climate in advance is crucial to grape growing farmers and grape export agencies for its better planning and security of grape industries from climate change perspective. The estimation of yield is another important issue related to the grape industry. It is revealed from the literature survey that there are many yield estimating models available for crops like wheat, rice, maize, sorghum, sugarcane, etc., but for the estimation of grape yield need to develop new models (Zhang and Shen, 2008). Moreover, models are observed as location specific with limited variables involved in the model. There is no evidence of any model reported in the literature so far for the estimation of grape yield of Indian terrain. Therefore, it is felt that there is an urgent need for such agro-climatic grape yield (ACGY) model which can estimate the yield considering significant parameters together and which can represent the grape yield process in accordance with the climate. It is also revealed from the literature survey that crop yield models are performing better on the local scale than global scale. Hence, the present study is undertaken to develop Agro-Climatic Grape Yield (ACGY) model for the study area as Nashik district with reference to the current and future climate.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the present study, it is tried to develop ACGY model using parameters mainly from the domain of climate. In the development of ACGY model, the parameters from the climate domain are considered as temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, sunshine hour, and evapotranspiration. Climate data is collected from India Meteorological Department (IMD) India. Soil domain data is collected by field survey, and laboratory testing at National Horticultural Research and Development Foundation (NHRDF) Niphad. All grape plants are of common variety cultivated in the study area, namely Thompson seedless. The planted spacing between rows is 2.4 m and spacing between plants is 1.2 m. A drip irrigation system is used. The training system mostly used is T and Y shape trellis structure, for high yields of grape plant. In the study area from March to May temperature is high, there is no precipitation and low humidity. Whereas from June to October temperature is low, precipitation and humidity are high. From November to February, there is low temperature, rare rainfall and low humidity. Based on the recommended ranges of the various properties of the soil, it is found that the soil of the study area is of good quality for yielding grape. Study area has good characteristics and climatic conditions for production of grape.
2.1 Location details of study area

The location of the Nashik district is 18°19'48" to 20°31'48" N latitude and 73°09'36" to 75°09'17" E longitude at the North-West part of Maharashtra state, at 565-meter altitude. Nashik district is having total fifteen talukas, namely Nashik, Surgana, Trimbak, Peint, Igatpuri, Niphad, Sinnar, Dindori, Kalwan, Yeola, Nandgaon, Chandwad, Satana, Deola, and Malegaon. According to the census report 2011, the district includes 1931 villages (https://nashik.nic.in).

2.2 Phenological stages and climatic associations of grape plant

The phenological cycle of the grape plant in the tropical and subtropical region includes phases of dormancy, active vegetation, reproductive development, and growth. The grape plant has mainly six phenological stages i.e. bud breaking, flowering, berry set, berry growth, veraison and harvest. In the study area grape plant is broadly having two pruning cycles such as foundation pruning (April to September) and fruit pruning (October to March). Near about 90% of grape orchards are following this schedule except color varieties and vineyards located in the Northern region of Nashik district. The evolution of the phenological phases or the particular monthly variation in the climate plays a vital role in the grape production (Adsule, 2013). Fruit pruning takes place in the first week of October. In this particular stage, due to decrease in temperature or increase in humidity or decrease in evapotranspiration or occurrence of rainfall, either all or any one of these parameters affecting the bud break and lead to induce fungal disease. If rainfall occurs in the month of October, then there are major chances of having the fungal disease which also disturb the vegetative growth. In the month of November, most of the grape orchards are under the phenological stage of flowering. The flowering stage is found to be very sensitive toward humidity and rainfall. If rainfall occurs during the flowering stage, grape clusters get heavily damage and flowers are not able to convert into the berry. The berry growth phenological stage is observed in the month of December and January and the temperature affects the growth of the berry.

2.3 Pearson correlation and regression coefficient

Correlations and regressions aim at defining the relationship among parameters. The aim of this method is to investigate the significant correlation or more dependent and independent variables (Gupta, 1981). A sample correlation coefficient between the X and Y variables can be found using Pearson correlation coefficient \( r \) and defined as given in Eq.(1).

\[
\frac{\text{cov}(X,Y)}{\text{SD}_X \cdot \text{SD}_Y} = \frac{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \text{M}_X)(y_i - \text{M}_Y)}{\sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \text{M}_X)^2} \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \text{M}_Y)^2}}
\]

(1)

Where, \( \text{cov} (X, Y) \) is the covariance among X and Y, \( \text{SD}_X \) and \( \text{SD}_Y \) are the standard deviations of the series of variables, X and Y are the series of variables, \( \text{M}_X \) and \( \text{M}_Y \) are mean of the series of variables, and \( x_i \) is independent variable and \( y_i \) dependent variable. Pearson correlation coefficient \( r \) can be calculated using the original values of X and Y. Essentially, \( -1 \leq r \leq 1 \) showing negative and positive values of \( r \) indicating linear correlation between X and Y, both associates with large values. If \( r \) is zero, then there is no linear correlation.

2.4 Multi-regression analysis

The prediction capability of any model is dependent on the model parameters representing that model. Selection of model parameters, if selected, based on their level of significance improves the model performance. It also depends upon the total number of model parameters involved in the model. Therefore, the selection of model parameters is a crucial stage in the model development. It is revealed from the literature survey that climatic conditions during the phenological stages of grape plant plays an important role in deciding the yield. Hence, to develop ACGY model, the most significant climatic parameters at the phenological stages should be selected after carrying out the separate regression analysis for each of the selected parameters. The climatic parameter such as temperature and precipitation always shows the non-monotonic effect on the crop yield. Model variables from the domain of climate, soil, and irrigation practices are seem to be most significant for the grape yield. In the development of such models, which need the involvement of multi-parameters, it is found that multi-regression analysis technique is the most appropriate technique due to the advantage of getting freedom in selecting multi parameters (Gupta, 1981). Hence, in the development of ACGY model, selection of variable based on statistical relationship and grape phenology is used in its development. The parameters from the domain of climate, soil, and irrigation practices are considered in the development of the agro-climatic grape yield (ACGY) model using the multi-regression analysis. The basic form of the multi-regression model is indicated below in Eq. (2).
Y = C + α_1X_1 + α_2X_2 + α_3X_3 + α_nX_n  \quad (2)

Where Y is a dependent parameter, C is the value of y when all the independent variables are zero, α_1, α_2, ..., α_n are regression coefficients and X_1, X_2, X_3, ..., X_n are independent parameters. The regression coefficients are estimated using Eq. (3).

\[ \alpha = \left( \frac{r_{YX} - r_{X_i}r_{X_j}}{1 - (r_{X_iX_j})^2} \right) \left( \frac{SD_Y}{SD_{X_i}} \right) \quad (3) \]

Where \( \alpha \) is the regression coefficient, \( r \) is the correlation coefficient, \( SD \) is the standard deviation, i and j are the sample parameters from the series x and y.

2.5 Comparison of data samples using t-test

The objective of t-test is to equate two unpaired sets of data and apply to non-continuous or continuous data (Gupta, 1981). The t-statistics can be calculated by estimating the pooled variance. Initially, the estimation of unbiased pooled variance is carried out using Eq. (4).

\[ V = \frac{V_A (N_A - 1) + V_B (N_B - 1)}{V_A + V_B - 2} \quad (4) \]

Where, \( V \) is unbiased pooled variance, \( N_A \) and \( N_B \) are the number of data point in group A and B and \( V_A \) and \( V_B \) are variances of groups A and B.

The standard error using unbiased pool variance is calculated using Eq. (5).

\[ SE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_A} + \frac{1}{N_B}} \quad (5) \]

The t-statistics are calculated as the ratio of using difference of the means and the standard error as shown below in Eq. (6).

\[ t = \frac{M_A - M_B}{SE} \quad (6) \]

Where \( M_A \) and \( M_B \) are mean of group A and B respectively.

2.6 p-values

Once the t-statistics value and degree of freedom are determined then p-value is determined by using t-statistics table. Once hypotheses, \( H_0 \) (data samples created from the similar parameter data set), and \( H_1 \) (most data sample created from different parameter data set) is true then p-value (<0.05) is an approximate value adapted as significant value (Gupta, 1981). It is indicated that there should be 5% possibility of incorrectly identifying the significant change (p-value < 0.05) i.e. 5% significance level, it means 95% confidence interval.

2.7 Parametric and component sensitivity method

Any system is cover under three functions such as the output functions, transfer function, and input functions. The transfer function converts the input function into the output function. Hence, this function could be the probability distribution function which depends on one or more variables.

The sensitivity analysis of the mathematical model is to find out the parametric variation on the output. The parametric sensitivity is algebraically expressed as given in Eq. (7).

\[ S_{p_i} = \frac{\partial O}{\partial P_i} = \frac{f(P_1, P_2, ..., P_i + \Delta P_i, P_{[i]} - \Delta P_i)}{\Delta P_i} \quad (7) \]

Here, \( O \) is output functions and \( P_i \) represent response function parameter. In general, crop yield models are more complex, so it is difficult to compute the parametric sensitivity. Hence, by considering the input and output function, sensitivity can be defined. Therefore, component sensitivity is found using input function on the output function \( O \) as shown in the Eq. (8).

\[ \frac{\partial O}{\partial t} \quad (8) \]

The relative sensitivity value (RSV) of the input can be computed. Here, the mean values, the relative sensitivity of output parameters \( O_i \) and \( O_j \) to the input \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) would be estimated using Eq. (9 and 10)

\[ R_{st} = \frac{\partial O_t}{\partial P_t} \left( \frac{P_t}{O_t} \right) \quad (9) \]

\[ R_{sj} = \frac{\partial O_j}{\partial P_j} \left( \frac{P_j}{O_j} \right) \quad (10) \]
Where, \( R_{si} \) and \( R_{sj} \) are the relative sensitivity values, \( \frac{\partial O_i}{\partial P_j} \) and \( \frac{\partial O_j}{\partial P_i} \) are the coefficient of input parameters \( \bar{P_i} \) and \( \bar{P_j} \) (the mean of input parameters) and \( \bar{O_i} \) and \( \bar{O_j} \) the mean of the output parameter. The higher value of relative sensitivity \( R_{si} \) and \( R_{sj} \) indicates greater the impact of the input parameter on output parameters.

2.8 Forecasting of climate

Several climate predicting models are reported in the literature. General circulation models (GCMs) are reported to acquire climate data on the global scale or large scale. Due to coarser resolution, it becomes essential to downscale this data to regional or local scale. Large numbers of such models are available, which explore the relationship between large scales to local scale data. In this study statistical downscaling model (SDSM) is used for predicting future climate. Using SDSM, different climate scenarios under different climatic conditions are possible to generate (Wilby et al., 2002). Ocean element has 40 vertical layers, 10 m approximately resolution and 1.410° N x 0.940° E horizontal resolution (Hoskin, 1980). The CanESM2 is organized for Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5), (Taylor et al., 2012) and this is mainly the involvement for IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) (Arora and Boer, 2014). Different scenarios are used at various stages of time in climate research according to IPCC’s first SRES (Special Report on Emissions and Scenarios) used in the third and fourth report of assessment. During 2013-14, IPCC 5th Assessment Report (AR5) was published. The results are the basis of new scenarios set that replaced the SRES. The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) are new scenarios and it is the latest iteration of the scenario process. These are four pathways such as RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6, and 8.5. The RCPs are developed using the combined efforts of the researchers from different disciplines involved in climate research (Van Vuuren et al., 2011). They are named at the end of the 21st century based on the radiative forcing target 2.6, 4.5, 6, and 8.5 W/m². In this study mainly RCP 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5 are considered for forecasting the future climate.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Selection of model parameters

It is tried to cover up the maximum and significant parameters in the model development which represents the entire phenomenon of the grape yield significantly. In order to develop a meaningful relationship between the dependent and independent variables of the yield process, functionally grape yield can be written as shown below in Eq. (11);

\[
Y = f (T, P, S_h, R_h, ETo)
\]

Where, \( Y \) is a Grape yield (ton/ha); \( T \) is Temperature (the monthly minimum, maximum, average in °C); \( P \) is Precipitation (monthly total mm); \( S_h \) is Sunshine hours (hr); \( R_h \) is Relative humidity (%), and \( ETo \) is reference evapotranspiration (mm day⁻¹).

3.2 Correlation analysis for yield with climatic parameters

Climatic parameters are shown the effect on crop yield throughout the phenological stages of the grape crop. It is difficult to find out the relationship between yield and climatic parameters due to its scale of variability from day to day and month to month. To check the correlation of these climatic parameters, correlation analysis is carried out for the dependent parameter and independent parameter using 70% data i.e. during the period 1991-2008. Temperatures are observed on daily scale as minimum, maximum, and average. Correlation analysis is carried out for monthly mean minimum temperature, monthly mean maximum temperature, and monthly mean average temperature with the grape yield. Whereas, precipitation considered as monthly total precipitation. Relative humidity (%) and Sunshine hours (hr) are considered as monthly mean values. Evapotranspiration \( ETo \) (mm/day) is the important parameter of the crop yield model which essentially exists throughout the year. Therefore \( ETo \), is considered on the annual scale. Correlation coefficient value ranges between +1 to -1. The results of correlation analysis are shown below in Table 1.

Based on the obtained results, as shown in Table 1, the value of correlation coefficient equal to or greater than ±0.3 is considered as a correlated variable, and there exists a correlation between independent variables and dependent variables (Nikolić et al., 2012). Accordingly, there exists a correlation between yield and i) monthly mean average temperature in the month of June and September, ii) monthly mean maximum temperature in the month of May, July, and February, iii) monthly mean minimum temperature in the month of April, November, and January, iv) monthly precipitation in the month of August, September and November, v) relative humidity in the month of August, September, and November and vi) sunshine hours in the month of April, October, November, and January; vii)
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ETo in the month of April, May, November, December and March. Evapotranspiration is observed to be significant in the phenological cycle of the grape plant. The evapotranspiration of plants significantly influences the yield of grapes in all phenological phases (Netzer et al., 2009) and consequently in the further analysis the unit for evapotranspiration is considered as monthly average mm. Thereafter, all these independent variables which are highly correlated with the grape yield are considered in the further analysis.

3.3 Significance analysis using t-stat and p-test

The above mentioned variables which are showing correlation are considered for their significance testing. The t-stat and p-test are carried out using Microsoft-Excel 2010 data analysis tool to check the significance of the variables. If the p-value of the variable is found to be less than 0.05, then it is considered as significant and considered further in the construction of the model. The t-stat and p-value results are shown below in Table 2.

It is observed from the obtained results of t-stat and p-value that results, there is no significant relationship among yield and the climatic parameters such as monthly mean average, monthly mean maximum temperature, relative humidity and sunshine hours as p-value are observed to be greater than 0.05 and hence the monthly mean average, monthly mean maximum temperature, relative humidity and sunshine hours are discarded from the consideration of parameters in the model development. It is observed that P-value showing less than 0.05 for the monthly mean minimum temperature in the month of January, April and November, precipitation in the month of August and the November and sum of monthly mean evapotranspiration as shown in Table 2. Hence, these parameters are considered to be statistically significant and are considered as the model parameters in the development of ACGY model.

Table 1. Results of correlation analysis between monthly climatic parameters and grape yield.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months → Monthly ↓</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Avr. Temperature (Tav °C)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td><strong>0.30</strong></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td><strong>0.30</strong></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Max. Temperature (Tmax °C)</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td><strong>0.40</strong></td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td><strong>0.54</strong></td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td><strong>-0.67</strong></td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Min. Temperature (Tmin °C)</td>
<td><strong>0.35</strong></td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td><strong>-0.55</strong></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (P mm)</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td><strong>0.32</strong></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Humidity (Rh %)</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td><strong>-0.40</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.34</strong></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine hours (Sh hr)</td>
<td><strong>0.53</strong></td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td><strong>-0.54</strong></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td><strong>0.39</strong></td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETo (mm/day)</td>
<td><strong>0.53</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.67</strong></td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td><strong>0.73</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.49</strong></td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td><strong>-0.33</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of t-stat and p-value of model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Mean Avr. Temp (°C)</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>Relative Humidity (%)</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>-0.608</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>-0.468</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Mean Max. Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>Sunshine hour (hr)</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td></td>
<td>May</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Mean Min. Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>-3.35</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-0.252</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>-1.730</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>-2.17</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>ETo (mm)</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td><strong>0.040</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>-5.48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As per the phenological study of grape plant, August and November month precipitation is highly sensitive towards grape yield. Physically, during the month of August if heavy rainfall occurs, the roots of the vine go into asphyxiation and significantly affect growth. Also, during the month of November, 80% of vineyards are in the phenological stage known as flowering in the study area. On receiving precipitation during this stage, the berry setting cycle get disturbed and it shows the adverse effect on the grape production. It is also noticed from the literature that crop production is most delicate to precipitation than temperature (Popova et al. 2005; Akpalu et al. 2008). Hence, the relationship between grape yield and minimum temperature in the month of January, April, and November, precipitation in the month of August and November and sum of monthly mean evapotranspiration is obtained using multi-regression approach. Selection of parameters is the crucial stage in model development. Based on the grape yield phenological stages and weather effects model parameters are selected.

3.4 Agro-climatic grape yield model

Correlation analysis is carried out for screening the most correlated climatic parameters with yield. The ACGY model is developed by using the approach of multi-regression analysis. In the process of model development, grape yield is considered as dependent parameter and climatic parameters as independent parameters. Accordingly, coefficients for the model parameters are obtained from the multi-regression analysis and estimated model coefficients are summarized as shown in Table 3.

It is observed from Table 3, that the model intercept is -44.67, the coefficient for the monthly mean minimum temperature for January month ($T_{ja}$) is -1.60, the coefficient for the monthly mean minimum temperature for April month ($T_{ap}$) is 1.33, the coefficient for the monthly mean minimum temperature for November month ($T_{n}$) is -0.49, the coefficient of total monthly precipitation for August month ($P_{au}$) is -0.01, the coefficient of total monthly precipitation for November ($P_{n}$) month is -0.15, and the coefficient for the sum of monthly mean evapotranspiration ($E_{To}$) is 0.94. Hence using intercept and coefficient value of parameters as shown in Table 3 the model is formed as shown below Eq. (13).

$$Y = (-44.67 -1.60T_{ja}+1.33T_{ap} -0.49T_{n} -0.01P_{au} -0.15P_{n} +0.94 E_{To})$$

Where, $Y$ = Grape yield (ton ha$^{-1}$); $T_{ja}$ = Monthly mean minimum temperature in the month of January ($^oC$); $T_{ap}$ = Monthly mean minimum temperature in the month of April ($^oC$); $T_{n}$ = Monthly mean minimum temperature in month of November ($^oC$); $P_{au}$ = total monthly precipitation in the month of August (mm); $P_{n}$ = Total monthly precipitation in the month of November (mm); $E_{To}$ = Sum of monthly mean evapotranspiration (mm).

3.5 The validation of developed ACGY model (Eq. 13)

Recommendation for applicability of the developed ACGY model (Eq.13) is based on its validation performance. The independent datasets are used for the purpose of validation (2009-2016) which is other than the data used in the development of the model (Eq.13). For validation of the above ACGY model, 30% independent data set of climatic parameter and yield during the years 2009 to 2016 is used. Using independent data set and the developed ACGY model (Eq.13), the grape yield is estimated and compared with the observed grape yield. A plot between the observed and predicted grape yield is shown below in Figure 1.

![Validation plot of the developed ACGY model Eq. 13 (2009-2016).](image-url)
From the validation plot, as shown in Figure 1, it is observed that 62.5 % of data points fall within ±10% bandwidth and remaining 37.5 % data point fall within 20 % bandwidth. This confirms the predictive capability of the developed model (Eq. 13).

Further, the sensitivity analysis is carried out to understand the most sensitive agro-climatic parameters of the developed AGCY model (Eq.13) which affect the model output more with small variation within them. Sensitivity analysis is carried out as described below.

3.6 Sensitivity Analysis

It is revealed from the literature survey that parametric and component sensitivity analysis method is found more appropriate to carry out the sensitivity analysis of grape yield model (Hamby 1994). Using parametric and component sensitivity method Eq. (10) the relative sensitivity values are obtained for each parameter of the developed model. Eq. (10) is use to calculate the relative sensitivity value (RSV) which require the component like \( \frac{\partial P}{\partial O} \) and \( (\partial P/\partial O) \). The value of mean output parameter \( (\bar{P}) \) (mean of grape yield 1991 to 2016) is 22.49 t/ha and the values of mean of input (independent) parameters \( P \), coefficient estimated using multi-regression analysis \( (\partial P/\partial O) \), as shown in Table 3 and RSV are summaries in Table 4.

The parameters obtain the higher value of relative sensitivity (RSV) indicating a higher sensitivity of that parameter. From the obtained results, sum mean monthly evapotranspiration (ETo) is found to be most sensitive as it has highest relative sensitivity value (RSV) as 3.24. Whereas, monthly total precipitation in August (Pau) is having lowest value of relative RSV as -0.08, indicates less sensitivity of the parameter. This helps in understanding the parametric variations on the model output. Now the developed agro-climatic grape yield (ACGY) model is tested for its statistical performance as described below.

### Table 4. Results of sensitivity analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climatic parameters</th>
<th>Mean ( P )</th>
<th>Coefficient ( \partial P/\partial O )</th>
<th>RSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly mean min. temperature in January ( (T_{ja}) )</td>
<td>14.36</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly mean min. temperature in April ( (T_{ap}) )</td>
<td>23.19</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly mean min. temperature in November ( (T_{n}) )</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly total precipitation in August ( (P_{a}) )</td>
<td>181.28</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly total precipitation in November ( (P_{n}) )</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of monthly mean Evapotranspiration ( (ETo) )</td>
<td>77.63</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.7 The statistical performance of developed agro-climatic grape yield (ACGY) model

It is revealed from the literature review that there is no evidence of having any agro-climatic grape yield model for Indian Terrain. The statistical fitness of the developed AGCY model (Eq.13) is tested using statistical tests such as discrepancy ratio \( (r) \), the standard deviation of \( r \), mean percentage error (MPE) and standard deviation of MPE. The discrepancy ratio \( (r) \) is the ratio of simulated grape yield and observed grape yield. The ideal value of the discrepancy ratio should be one. The mean percentage error (MPE) is calculated as the difference of simulated grape yield and observed grape yield divided by observed crop yield in percentage. The obtained results of the statistical performance carried out for developed AGCY model Eq. (13) is shown below in Table 5.

It is observed from the Table 5 that the discrepancy ratio for developed model (Eq.13) is 1.03 which is very close to its ideal value of one. Mean percentage error of developed model is 0.03 %. The standard deviation of discrepancy ratio and mean percentage error is observed as 0.19. From the obtained results of the statistical performance, it is observed that the developed model (Eq.13) is performing satisfactory. Besides this, results of model yield and actual yield are compared by considering the data during 1992 to 2016 which shown in Figure 2.

### Table 5. Statistical performance of the developed AGCY model (Eq.13).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical tests</th>
<th>Developed AGCY model (Eq.13) (ton/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discrepancy ratio ( (r) )</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation of ( r )</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Percentage Error (MPE)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation of MPE</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Estimation of measured evapotranspiration using data-driven methods with limited meteorological variables

Figure 2 shows the box plot of observed yield and model yield (Eq. 13) (1992-2016). Accordingly, it is observed that median of developed ACGY model is 23.5 (ton/ha) and that observed data is 23.2 (ton/ha). The upper quartile and lower quartile values are close to the median value of model yield as compared to observed yield. Hence, it is recommended that the developed ACGY model is found suitable to predict the grape yield for the study area.

3.8 Climate plot between ACGY model estimated grape yield and climate variables under three RCPs during 2021-2050

It is more interesting to see the variations of the model yield with climate variables for all the 30 years (2021-2050). Hence, the climate plot between ACGY model estimated grape yield and climate variables under RCP 2.6, 4.5 and 8.5 during 2021-2050 is plotted and shown below in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

It has been noticed from the plot shown in Figures 3 and 4 that the lowest crop yield is observed as 18.63 ton/ha in the year 2049 wherein November precipitation is predicted as 72.36 mm which is the highest precipitation during the years 2021-2050. The maximum crop yield is observed in the year 2047 as 28.64 ton/ha for which the sum of monthly average evapotranspiration in this year is observed highest as 77.55 mm among all years under RCP2.6. Hence from the Figures 3 and 4 it is observed that evapotranspiration and temperature in April show a positive impact on yield, whereas, the temperature in January, November, precipitation in August and November shows a negative impact on yield Similarly, the climate variables generated under RCP4.5 are comparing with the predicted grape yield during 2021-2050. Climate plot is shown in Figure 5 and 6.

It has been noticed from the plot shown in Figures 5 and 6 that the lowest crop yield is observed as 19.31 ton/ha in the year 2024 wherein November precipitation is 57.73 mm and August precipitation is 96.12 mm which is the highest precipitation during the years 2021-2050 under the RCP4.5 scenario. The highest crop yield is observed in the year 2039 as 30.0 ton/ha for which precipitation in the month of November is 17.09 mm which is near to lowest value and minimum temperature in the month of April 20.15 is highest among all years under RCP4.5. Similarly, the climate variables generated under RCP8.5 are comparing with the predicted grape yield.
during 2021-2050. Climate plot is shown below in Figure 7 and 8.

It has been noticed from the plot shown in Figures 7 and 8 that the lowest crop yield is observed as 18.50 ton/ha in the year 2019 wherein January lowest value of minimum temperature as 10.71 °C. The maximum crop yield is observed in the year 2039 as 30.40 ton/ha for which November precipitation is 6.44 mm which is lowest among all year under RCP 8.5.

3.9 Model response variability

A comparative study is carried out to find model yield responses in terms of current and future climate. The developed model (Eq. 13) is considered to estimate grape yields in context to the current climate and future climate under three future climate scenarios such as RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5. The current climate is considered during the period of 1991-2016 taken same as considered in the previous analysis. The future climate is derived using SDSM for the period of 2021-2050. Devel-
Estimation of measured evapotranspiration using data-driven methods with limited meteorological variables

The developed ACGY model (Eq. 13) is used to estimate grape yields for the current and future climate. The future climate is considered under the generated climate scenarios as RCP2.6, 4.5 and 8.5 derived from SDSM under CIMIP5 experiments. The estimated crop yield is then compared in box and whisker plot to understand the model response variability with the current and future climate as shown in Figure 9.

It is observed from the Figure 9 that the median yield is observed as 23.2 t/ha for the current climate and lower and upper quartile values are observed to be away from median values as compared to all RCPs yield values. Upper and lower fence values are also away from median values as compared to all RCP yield values. Whereas, future climate median yields are observed as 24.1 t/ha under RCP2.6, 24.52 t/ha and 24.72 ton/ha under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios respectively. The lower and upper quartile values of RCP2.6, 4.5 and 8.5 are observed near to their median values as compared to yield values obtained for current climate. Under RCP2.6 minimum yield (lower fence) is 18.63 ton/ha and maximum yield (upper fence) is 28.64 ton/ha which

Figure 6. Climate plot between the model crop yield and evapotranspiration, precipitation in August and November under RCP4.5 scenario (2021-2050).

Figure 7. Climate plot between the model crop yield and minimum temperature in January, April, and November under RCP8.5 scenario (2021-2050).
are near to median yield 24.12 t/ha as compare to the current climate values. RCP4.5 shows 19.31 t/ha lower fence and 30.00 ton/ha upper fence which are nearer to median yield 24.52 t/ha as compare to current yield and also RCP8.5 shows 18.50 t/ha lower fence and 30.40 t/ha upper fence yields are near to median yield 24.72 t/ha as compare current yield values. It is observed from the model response variability that the grape yield of the future climate is showing the increase in yield as compared to the current climate.

3.10 Future grape yield scenario

In order to develop the grape yield scenarios, projected climate obtained from SDSM is used. Future yield scenarios are developed during the years 2021 to 2050 using ACGY model Eq. (13). All model parameters are obtained up to the year 2050 under RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5. The crop yield scenario is generated by considering the existing field management practices like irrigation as drip irrigation, soil type as clay base soil (black cotton soil), fertilizers as per soil nutrient value, pesticides, and tillage are considered as common practices adopted in the study area. Using developed ACGY model Eq.(13) and projected climate scenario under RCP2.6, 4.5 and 8.5, grape yield scenario is generated. The obtained grape yield scenario under three RCPs during the year 2021 to 2050 is shown below in Figure 10.

It is observed from the Figure 10 that under RCP2.6 the lowest crop yield of 18.63 ton/ha is observed in the year 2049. This is due to the fact that precipitation occurred in the month of November of 72 mm which is the highest rainfall predicted in half a century. The maximum crop yield is found in the year 2047 as 28.64 t/ha due to the fact that August precipitation is observed as 91.01 mm and November precipitation as 34.53 mm which are observed near to the lowest values of precipitation. Under RCP4.5, it is observed that the lowest crop yield of 19.31 t/ha in the year 2024 is predicted with November precipitation as 57.73 mm and August precipitation 96.12 mm which are nearer to its highest value. The highest crop yield is observed in the year 2039 as 30.00 t/ha for which November precipitation is 17.09 mm and August precipitation 80.75 mm which are observed near to lowest values. According to the RCP8.5 scenario, it is indicated that the lowest crop yield of 21.01 t/ha in the year 2041 is indicated with November precipitation of 125.25 mm and August precipitation 100.02 mm which are nearer to their highest values. The
highest crop yield is found in the year 2039 as 30.40 t/ha for which November precipitation is 6.44 mm and August precipitation 92.97 mm which are observed nearer to their lowest values.

3.11 Statistical performance of developed ACGY model (Eq.13)

The predicted climate data is considered during the year 2011 to 2016. Using this predicted data under three RCPs and developed ACGY model Eq. (13) the yield is estimated during the year 2011-2016. The statistical fitness of the developed ACGY model (Eq.13) over the projected data for the duration of 2011-16 is checked using statistical tests as discrepancy ratio (r), standard deviation of the discrepancy ratio (r), mean percentage error (MPE) and standard deviation of MPE. The tests are already discussed in detail in section 5.11. Obtained results of all tests are shown in the Table 6.

It is observed that developed ACGY model (Eq.13) found performing most satisfactorily under RCP2.6. From the obtained results of statistical performance, it is observed that the developed ACGY model (Eq.13) is overall performing satisfactorily for the projected climate data obtained under different climate scenarios as RCP 2.6, 4.5 and 8.5. The following section discussed the projected grape yield using proposed irrigation methods using developed ACGY model and projected climate data.

CONCLUSIONS

The multi-regression analysis is carried out to obtain the final form of the ACGY model. The developed agro-climatic grape yield (ACGY) model (Eq.13) is statistically tested for its fitness. The discrepancy ratio, the standard deviation of discrepancy ratio, mean percentage error and standard deviation of mean percentage error for the developed model is obtained as 1.03, 0.19, 0.03% and 0.19 respectively. Sensitivity analysis is carried out for the developed ACGY model using the parametric sensitivity method. Based on the obtained results of the statistical tests the developed ACGY model (Eq.13) is recommended for its use to estimate the grape yield. To understand
the most sensitive parameters of the ACGY model Eq. (13), sensitivity analysis is carried out using the methods of parametric and component sensitivity method. From the obtained results of sensitivity analysis, it is found that sum of monthly mean evapotranspiration, the monthly mean minimum temperature in April and precipitation in August parameters found to be more sensitive. It is recommended that the developed ACGY model Eq. (13) can be used for the estimation of grape yield of the study area. It is observed from the sensitivity analysis that the grape is found highly sensitive to climatic parameters. Therefore, in order to know the grape yield in advance, it is necessary to know the future climate. By knowing future climate it is possible to generate the grape yield scenarios using developed agro-climatic grape (ACGY) model (Eq. 13).

Grape yield projections are generated using future predicted climate data. According to the analysis carried out grape crop showing increasing yield in the future i.e. up to 2050 as compared to current yield. The analysis of grape yield shows that annual evapotranspiration and minimum temperature in the month of April shows in accordance impact on the yield, whereas, the minimum temperature in January and November, precipitation in August and November shows an adverse impact on the yield. From the obtained results of statistical performance of the developed model, it is observed that model is performing better for future yield predictions under three RCP scenarios.
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